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Social Action and Diversity 
BINA- The Jewish Movement for Social Change 

 

BRI+ Social Action and Diversity offers a volunteering experience in kindergartens for 

asylum-seekers in south Tel Aviv, with learning exploring this complex and important 

issue in Israeli society.  

 

Day 1- Sunday 

10:30 am   Arrival and Introductions  

12:00 pm A Social Justice Tour of Tel Aviv – A historical and social tour of 

Tel Aviv, from its utopian beginnings to the complex social fabric 

of South Tel Aviv. 

1:00 pm Lunch in Levinsky Market (during the tour) – in the trendy 

Florentin neighborhood, the market is famous for spices, coffee 

houses and eclectic restaurants. 

3:30 pm  Meet South Tel Aviv – a discussion with an asylum seeker and 

local community activist 

5:30 pm   Introduction to Volunteering – introduction to Elifelet 
organization and asylum seeker kindergartens 

6:30pm   Check-in to Hostel 
7:00pm   Free time in Tel Aviv 
 

Day 2- Monday 

9:00 am   Breakfast in Hostel  

10:00 am Volunteering in asylum seeker kindergarten – taking children to 

a local playground 

1:30 pm Lunch at the Hatikva Market – A visit to the iconic outdoor 

market of south Tel Aviv's Hatikva neighborhood, famous for its 

home-style Israeli foods and authentic south Tel Aviv feel. 

3:00 pm  Social Justice in the Jewish State at BINA – learning about 
BINA's center in south Tel Aviv and the place of social activism 
in a Jewish state. 

5:00 pm   Free time to freshen up a bit 
7:00 pm   Evening at the Jaffa Flea Market – Free evening at the trendiest 

spot in Tel Aviv – the historic Jaffa Flea Market, filled with 
restaurants and pubs spilling out into the streets and alleyways. 

 

Day 3- Tuesday 

8:00 am   Breakfast in Hostel  

9:00 am Field trip with children from the kindergarten – each group will 

accompany their kindergarten on a different trip. Planned  
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activities include visiting a zoo; a visit to a kibbutz; an amusement 

park; and more. 

4:00 pm Estimated return from field trip - Free time to rest, refresh and 
explore Tel Aviv. 

8:00 pm  Cultural Evening – Guided viewing and discussion of an Israeli 

film related to the subject of asylum seeker and migrant worker 

populations in Israel, with discussion guided by a senior BINA 

educator. 

 

 

Day 4- Wednesday 

9:00 am   Breakfast in Hostel  

10:00 am Checkout from hostel and storing luggage. 

10:30 am Volunteering in kindergarten – taking the children to a 
playground near the kindergarten, bidding farewell 

1:00 pm  Falafel lunch at the BINA center 
1:45 pm   Summary discussion and "Now what?" – Summing up the 

volunteering experience, and discussing ways to stay engaged 
with social justice and asylum seeker issues in Israel following 
the trip. 

3:15 pm   Time to say good bye 

 


